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Lecture 11:

Lives of Galaxies
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Galaxy Zoo: A Diverse Bunch!
• Galaxies differ in many properties: mass,

luminosity, age (colors of stellar popula-

tions), the amount of interstellar medium

(gas and dust), angular momentum, de-

tailed structure (spiral arms, bars, star-

forming regions)

• Galaxy formation: how and when were

galaxies assembled?

• Galaxy evolution: how did properties of

galaxies change with time? What hap-

pens when galaxies collide and merge?

• Three main tools to study galaxy forma-

tion and evolution:

1. Studies of galaxies at different red-

shifts: a time machine!

2. Computer simulations

3. Detailed studies of the Milky Way and

other nearby galaxies
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Galaxy Formation

• The Monolithic Collapse Model (top-down)

• The Merger Model (bottom-up)

• Galaxy Interactions
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Basic Ideas
• Stars move in a gravitational poten-

tial

• Two types of motion: disk stars ro-

tate around the center, while halo

stars are on randomly distributed el-

liptical orbits

• The motion of stars was set during

the formation period

• The details are governed by the laws

of physics: conservation of energy

and conservation of angular mo-

mentum!

• As the cloud collapses, its rotation

speed must increase. As it spins

faster, it must flatten.

• A key question: is all the action

over “quickly”, or do galaxies evolve

througout their lifetime (billions of

years)?
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Galaxy Formation

The ELS Monolithic Collapse Model

• The ELS model (Eggen, Lynden-Bell and Sandage, 1962):

the Milky Way formed from the rapid collapse of a large

proto-galactic nebula: top-down approach

– the oldest halo stars formed early, while still on nearly

radial trajectories and with low metalicity

– then disk formed because of angular momentum conserva-

tion, and disk stars are thus younger and more metal-rich

– the ongoing star formation is confined to distances of

∼100 pc from the midplane, at a typical rate of a few

M� per year
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Galaxy Formation

The ELS Monolithic Collapse Model

How fast do the galaxies form?

The free-fall time (comes from basic mechanics) is

tff =

√
3π

32

1

Gρo
, (1)

where ρo is the mean density:

ρo =
3M

4πr3
. (2)

For M = 6×1011 M� and r = 100 kpc, tff = 7×108 yr ∼ 1 Gyr

(upper limit, centrally peaked clouds collapse somewhat faster)

NB the lifetime of most massive stars is ∼ 1 Myr: many stellar

generations lead to chemical enrichment
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Problems with the monolythic collapse scenario:

• Why are half the halo stars in retrograde orbits? We would
expect that most stars would be moving in roughly the same
direction (on highly elliptical orbits) because of the initial
rotation of the proto-Galactic cloud.

• Why there is an age spread of ∼ 3 Gyr among globular clus-
ters (GCs)? We would expect < 1 Gyr spread (free-fall time).

Some important questions that are left without robust answers:

• Why GCs become more metal-poor with the distance from
the center?

• Detailed calculations of chemical enrichment predict about
10 times too many metal-poor stars in the solar neighbor-
hood (the G-dwarf problem), why?
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An alternative model for galaxy formation

• A bottom-up scenario: galaxies are built up from merging

smaller fragments (similar but not the same as hypothesis

that giant ellipticals formed from merging spiral galaxies)

• by observing galaxies at large redshifts (beyond 1), we are

probing the epoch of galaxy formation – indeed, galaxies

at large redshifts have very different morphologies, and the

fraction of spirals in galaxy clusters is greater than today.

Also, the volume density of galaxies was larger in the past:

consistent with the merger hypothesis

• We have some important evidence for galaxy merging in our

own backyard: detailed Milky Way structure (next time)
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Star formation and starbursts

• The hottest stars, which have the shortest lifetimes, can be

present only if there is an ongoing star formation; hence,

the strong UV radiation is a sign of ongoing star formation

(however, note that AGN spectrum is similar so one needs to

be careful: spatially resolved observations, X-ray and radio

observations, etc)

• Strong IR emission from circumstellar and diffuse dust is also

a good sign of ongoing star formation (although here too

confusion with AGN is possible, more details in lecture on

AGNs/quasars)

• Another indicator of star formation is Hα line
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Note that the smaller galaxy (NGC 5195) is not visible in GALEX

image (left): the burst of star formation is only in M51!



Star formation and starbursts

• After the end of star formation phase, galaxies become redder

with time (in optical), Hα becomes weaker, and IR emission

disappears

• Passive (or anemic) spirals: galaxies caught right after the

end of star formation will still have spiral structure, but no

strong UV flux, nor Hα line
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Interactions can results in various shapes and forms!
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Galaxy Interactions: basic considerations

It is much more likely for two galaxies to interact/collide than

for two stars becomes typical distance between two galaxies (say

∼ 1 Mpc) is only about 10-100 times larger than the size of a

typical galaxy. For stars, typical distance (say 1 pc) is about 108

times larger than typical stellar size!

E.g. Andromeda is coming overhere at 100 km/s – expect fire-

works 6 Gyr from now!

Fraction of the Milky Way’s disk that is covered by stars: 10−14!

Even if another galaxy, such as Andromeda with 1011–1012 stars,

would score a direct hit, the probability of a direct stellar collision

is still negligible.

The main effect of a galaxy collision is on interstellar gas, which

is shocked and heated. The compressed gas cools off rapidly and

fragments into new stars. A collision usually triggers a burst of

star formation!
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An example: Antennae Galaxy
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More on spiral arms: In addition to Hubble’s classification,

there are different types of spiral structure: grand design

spirals, with clearly outlined and well organised globally

correlated spiral structure, and flocculent (fluffy) spirals with

many small short globally uncorrelated spiral arms
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Theories of Spiral Structure

A little “secret”: Despite 50 years of work, spirals are not very

well understood. It seems clear now that the spiral structure

of galaxies is a complex problem without any unique and tidy

answer.

Differential rotation clearly plays a central role, as well as global

instabilities, stochastic spirals, and the shocks patterns that can

arise in shearing gas disks when forced by bars.

There are (at least) two popular theories, one of which is more

commonly used to explain grand design spirals, the other for

flocculent spirals.

But before proceeding: winding problem (Lindblad)
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Winding problem
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Winding problem

The problem: most spiral galaxies would be tightly wound by

now, which is inconsistent with observations.

Spiral arms cannot be a static structure (i.e. at different times,

arms must be made of different stars)
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Density Wave theory
C.C. Lin & F. Shu (1964-66)

• This is the preferred model

for grand design spirals.

• The spiral arms are over-

dense regions which move

around at a different speed

than star: stars thus move

in and out of the spiral arm

• How these density waves

are set up is unclear, but

it may have to do with

interactions. Once they

are set up, they must last

for a long enough time

to be consistent with the

observed number of spiral

galaxies
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Stochastic Self-Propagative Star Formation

• This model probably cannot explain grand design sprials, but

it may account for flocculent spiral structure.

• Ongoing star formation triggers star formation in areas ad-

jacent to it. As the galaxy rotates, differential rotation leads

to the appearance of a spiral pattern.

Spiral arms are made of short-lived massive blue stars!
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Note that the smaller galaxy (NGC 5195) is not visible in GALEX

image (left, compare to figs. 6-1 and 6-4 from the textbook)

The spiral structure is associated with (short-lived) hot

stars.
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Disks contain a lot of dust! Spiral arms are almost exclusively

seen in disks with a lot of gas and dust, unlike bars which are

often seen in galaxies without ISM. Bars are not a wave of star

formation – they are orbital features.
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To remember:

• Spiral arms are not static structure (winding problem)

• Not all spirals are alike: more than one pattern

• Not clear if spiral arms are transient or quasy-steady phe-

nomenon

• The appearance dominated by young luminous blue stars,

but the overall density of all stars is elevated by 10-20% in

spiral arms
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